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Some appli~ations of the manpower planning system FORMASY 

by 

E. van der Beek, C.J. Verhoeven, J. Wessels 

Abstract: In this paper some manpower planning problems will be 

studied. It will be shown that the conversational computer program 

system FORMASY, which has been developed at Eindhoven University 

of Technology, can be of great help in analyzing problems with 

respect to the prospective distribution of manpower over several 

categories in a hierarchical system. FORMASY is based on Markov 

models, which can take into account: grade, qualification, age 

and grade age of the individual employees. 

This paper first gives a short introduction to the main features 

of the computer program system. This will be illustrated by some 

examples. Then it will be shown by two applications how FORMASY 

can be used for policy-making. 

The first application shows how a promotion- and recruitment 

policy can be found, such that the prospective distribution of 

manpower over the forthcoming years remains favourable although 

the growth of the organisation is stopped. The second applicaticn 

shows how some integration between three manpower groups can be 

used to absorb this ceasing of the growth without frustrating the 

career prospects of the employees too much. 

1. Introduction: 

In large manpower systems there can be many reasons tc be 

interested in the prospective distribution of employees over t~e 

relevant categories (e.g. grades) and in the possibilities to 

cbtain more favourable distributions. At this moment an ever

recurring reason for interest in these topics is the fact that 

many organizations experienced a strong growth which has stopped 

relatively abruptly. These organizations new have a relatively 

young staff and this will turn into an older staff in the future. 

To analyse such processes and find policies which avoid unfavour

able staffing, the c0nversational computer program systen 

FORMASY has been develop8d at Eindhoven University of Technology. 

This prcgram system has been tased on a ~arkov Llodel for the 
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career of an individual employee. For a general description of 

such models the reader is referred to Bartholomew [1]. The basic 

model of FORMASY differs from other models for these problems by 

the incorporation of the time spent in a grade (grade age). Also 

qualification and age or other characteristics can be incorporated. 

Especially the usefulness of the grade age in the basic model will 

be demonstrated in 

this paper. 

the applications, which will be described in 

In the next section a short introduction to the main features 

of the program system and its underlying model will be given. This 

will be illustrated by some examples of realistic models. The 

sections 3 and 4 will be devoted to two applications. The first 

application shows how the program system can be used to find a 

promotion- and recruitment policy for the forthcoming years 

which guarantees a well-balanced staffing in spite of the current 

disproportions in the age distribution. Unfortunately, this leads 

to career prospects which are considerably worse than the former 

prospects. In the final section it is shown in an example how 

an integrated inspection of three distinct groups, each having 

the same problems as the group in section 3, leads to a solution 

which maintains existing career prospects as good as possible. In 

general such an approach will lead to a solution which reconciles 

conditions on career prospects to conditions on prospective 

distributions of manpower over some categories. 

Acknowledgement: The applications are based on case studies at 

the Ministry of Public Works in the Netherlands. However, the 

data presented here are artificial. We express our gratutitude 

for the cooperation, the stimulating discussions and all ot..'1er 

help we received at the manpower planning bureau of the Ministry 

of Public Works. This cooperation with Messrs. R.W. van Gent, 

A. Ouwen3 and G.A. Smith made it possible to test some of our 

ideas about manpower planning and to improve our program system 

considerably. 

We are also grateful for the contributions by our colleagues 

Dr. Jakob Wijngaard and Dr. Jo van Nunen, ~ho cooperate with ~s 

in this research and development project. 
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2. The basic model and the program system: 

The basic model underlying our program system is a Markov chain 

model for the behaviour of an individual employee in the manpower 

system. Since a Markov chain model based purely on the 

grades is usually not a very realistic assumption, we base the 

Markov chain model also on time spent so far in the grade. Further

more we allow supplementary characteristics as qualification index 

and age group. In this way a Markov chain is obtained with as 

states four - tuples (g,q,a,£) , where 

- g is the current grade of the employee ( g =1, ... ,G) 

- q is his current qualification index (q = 1, .. ,Q) i 

- a is his current age index (a l, ... ,A) ; 

- Q, is his current grade age ( Q, = 0,1, ••. ,L) 

So each employee jumps through the state space in the course of 

time. If no real changes have taken place, an employee in 

(g,q,a,£) jumps to (g,q,a,t+l) unless 1 = L, then he stays in 

(g,q,a,L) Grades are not necessarily ordered linear, any other 

tree structure is allowed. 

An extra state is introduced for those employees who left the 

system. 

Examples: 

1 
~ . ,... 10 with promotions fror.: grade g to g + 1 only; 1..:1 

Q 3 signifying 3 educational levels; 

A 3 with 3 age group a nar:-iely 20-34; 35-44; 45-60; 

L 9. 

In this realistic example with 1ox3x3x10 = 900 states, it was 

possible to lump some of the categories, which actually led 

tc 39 relevant categories (without the grade age) 

For further details see Wessels, van Nunen [7]. 

2. In the Ministry of Public Works the engineers of three differen~ 

8ducational levels have their cwn grade system. ror all three 

groups there are five grades (after lumping some t::e less 

u s e d top gr ad e s ) . F o r th e two h i g he r 1 eve l gr o up s o f t::~ n g i n e er s 

there is no need for a qualification index, since the groups 

are homogeneous with respect to education and the grade 

indicates experience ~roperly. The lower level group of 

engineers (called surveyors) consi::t.s of a less homogeneously 
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educated set of employees with also different types of 

experience for people in the same grade. If this is taken into 

account there is no need for any of the groups to distinguish 

the categories according to age. 

a. For the toplevel engineers and for the middle level 

engineers this leads to the model with 

G 5 

L 9 and 12 respectively. 

b. For the surveyors 4 levels of education appear to be relevar.t. 

This leads to a model with 

G 5; 

Q 4; 

L 11. 

As in example 1 some lumping of categories is possible here, 

since for older people the fact that they reached a certain 

grade implies that their experience compensates a lack of 

theoretical knowledge. This clustering leads to 13 catego

ries (without the grade age) instead of 20 (see fig. 1) 

\e1Jel of 
educat 1o'n 

i 
3 

2 

2 3 5 

grade 

figure 1: the categcries for the Sllr~veyors and the transit.ion possibilities . 
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Such a model for the behaviour of an individual employee may 

easily be used for making forecasts of future distributions 

over the categories. Suppose there are now N, 
l. 

enployees in 

state i, then these numbers can be put together in a row 

vector. Suppose the transition probabilities have been 

arranged in a matrix P, where P.~ indicates the probability 
l. J 

of an employee who is now in state i to be in state j after 

one year. Then the rowvector N (t) of forecasts N. (t), the 
l. 

expected number of employees in state i at time t, is 

N(t) =NPt 

For a somewhat more detailed description of the model 

and the forecasting method we refer to [6,7]. For a 

detailed description of the computer program system involved 

we refer to [5]. Here we will only make some remarks which 

are useful for a proper understanding of the applicaticns in 

the subsequent sections. 

a. For N(t) to be a sensible forecast of the real numbers of 

employees in the various states, is not necessary to 

assume independent behaviour of the employees in the system. 

However, the amount of dependence has some influence on the 

quality of the forecasts, viz. the expected quadratic 

deviation.See Bartholomew [1] and [6] for the formulae for 

this quality in the case of independence. As has been 

argued in [6], one may presume that this case of natural 

independence is a kind of worst case. 

Nevertheless the quality of forecasts of the number of 

employees in a certain state will usually be rather bad, even 

if the transition probabilities wculd be known exactly. This 

is caused by the usual smallness of the numbers of employees 

per state. However, by clustering the results to forecasts 

for the number of employees in a certain grade, one gets a 

much better quality (see also [6]). 

b. The entries of the matrix P may be estimations obtained from 

historical data. It appears (see [6] and for a more detailed 

discussion [4]), that no long historical records are 

necessary, since the deviation in the forecasts caused by the 
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estimation quickly becomes small compared to the deviation 

caused by the probabilistic character of the model. So 

records of four or five years suffice. Moreover, the infor

mation vaiue of older records would be questionable. 

In all practical problems we first considered a matrix P 

mainly based on estimation. However, after seeing to what 

situation the current policy will lead, we try new promotion 

policies. The program system FORMASY is conversational, which 

makes it easily possible to change single entries, rows and 

columns in P and to test what will be the effect on the 

futural distribution of the employees over the grades (see 

for an application section 3). Very useful appears to be a 

device by which a certain promotion is shifted over a 

specified number of years for all relevant en:ployees. 

In this way one may very quickly detect how strongly the 

promotion policy should be changed if a certain situation 

should be met. 

c. So far we did not mention recruitment. If there is a given 

r e c r u i tm e n t v e c to r R ( T ) for th e ye a r T ( T = 1 , . . . , t ) , 

then forecasts for the year t can be computed recursively by 

N(T) =N(T-l)P+R(T) (T=l, ••• ,t). 

In FORMASY also a procedure which finds a recruitment policy 

suiting a certain goal is included (see [6]). However, often 

we prefer a trial-and-error method using the advantages of 

the conversational program. In the applications of the 

subsequent sections, it appears to be very simple to find 

sensible recruitment policies. 

3. Application 1: avoiding an overstaffing in topgrades 

For the toplevel engineers of example 2 (section 2) as for many 

other groups of employees, one meets the following situation. 

In the recent past a raise of the volume of the group occurred, 

which was ca~sed by a steaJy inflow of young members. At the 

moment this i~crease stagnates and r.o more increase is expected 

within th~ forseeable future. What will this mean for the 

distribution of engineers over the grades? Application of the 

forecasting procedure (without recruitn:er.t) shows that the current 
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bottom-heaviness of the hierarchical pyramid will be transformed 

into a rather strong top-heaviness in a relatively short time 

(see table 1). 

grade 1 2 I 3 4 5 I total 
in 1977 I 

allowed no. of employees 2 88 210 99 86 I 683 

no. of employees in 1977 120 204 120 90 78 612 

forecasted no. of 

employees in 1989 -- 5 106 168 123 402 

table 1: allowed, current and forecasted grade occupation 

of toplevel engineers. The forecast for 1989 is 

based on the current situation without recruitment 

and using the actual promotion policy of the last 

five years. 

From this forecast and those in the intermediate years, it is 

easily calculated how the total population may be kept on the 

present level of 612 by recruitment. This is simple in this 

application, since practically there can only be inflow in grade 1. 

The forecasted recruitment for the forth coming years can be 

found in table 2. 

1977 1978 1a~a _, I J 1980 19&1l19s2I1983l1984l198Sl1986 1987 1988 

19 2 1 22 20 2 1 I 22 I 22 I 22 I 2 1 I 23 2 1 22 

table 2: fcrecasted recruitment in grade 1 in order to 

maintain the total work force at full strength. 

It is clear that these recruitment, which are much lower than the 

recruitments in the past, improve the forecasts for the lower 

grades. However the overrepresentation in the topgrades does 

remain (see table 3). 
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qrade * 1 2 3 4 5 * total 

allowed * 288 210 99 86 * 683 ----------------------------------------------
l~2I-~-----l~Q ___ ~Q1 ___ l~Q ____ ~Q ___ l£_~ __ §1~--
1978 * 
1979 * 
1980 * 
1981 * 
1982 * 
1983 * 

1984 * 
1985 * 
1986 * 
1987 * 
1988 * 
1989 * 

101 

113 

96 

BO 

95 

11 2 

115 

116 

116 

118 

1 1 8 

1 1 8 

195 

153 

140 

1 31 

95 

70 

66 

58 

56 

64 

73 

76 

143 

168 

192 

207 

218 

214 

200 

190 

176 

154 

135 

126 

91 

93 

97 

104 

111 

12 1 

134 

148 

159 

167 

170 

169 

82 * 612 

85 * 612 

87 * 612 

90 * 612 

93 * 612 

95 * 612 

97 * 612 

100 * 612 

105 * 612 

109 * 612 

116 * 612 

123 * 612 

table 3: allowed, current and forecasted grade occupati0~s 

with recruitment under the actual promotion policy. 

This prospected overstaffing in the topgrades is not allowed on 

formal and financial reasons. But also for social reasons it is 

highly undesirable, because of the lack of appropriate positions 

for high-level employees with several years of experience. 

~he only solution can be found by starting as early as possible 

some slowing down of promotions in the lower grades. Namely, it 

is better to keep all employees a bit longer on the lower levels 

cf their carreer than to allow the generation of a great stock 

of engineers waiting for promotion. 

In the tables 4,5,6 we show forecasts for three alternative 

pro~otion policies. Each alternative transition matrix is cerived 

from the original one by shifting all promotions in some grades 

by one or more years. Always the recruitment policy of table 2 

is used. 

In one computerterminal session several of these shifts can be 

tried out sucL as to obtain a good indication to what extent the 

promotion speed has to be decreased in order to obtain reascnable 

prospects for the distribution of employees over the grades. In a 

later stage refinements may be brought in by net only considering 
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pure shifts. 

gr aae 

year * /I :i: Total 

-- -------------- --- --------- --- --------- -- -------
1 977 :!..: 1 f;(· ' . 

~~\. . .,,J l (.-'1 'i :..: :I: " ! / 

1 97::-; * i 1 1 ·.l 1 2~: ;: .> ·.-_:.:... " c;. 1; .. .. 
1 97'9 * 1 1 ~ i '-l''J l ]-:. tJ1 ~ :=, :.!"= 61 ~ 

1 %' :-;. ':1f:. 1 '-;,J l (, 1 ' . ( .// ;!.. f_. 1 1 
1 l::·~ 1 ;-f: c-;- '.J i () 7 1 ~L.: (_ :..j 1:1 : 

1 '--)~~-~~ · ... : 9 '-, 1 ;.: _, 
~--· ~ 

.. 
,( :l,..!. ~4 1 ,. .. 1 _,C1 

1 9C:::?· "· ., l l ": -~ l c· / ';(-'. ::: ·_:·, .. -::-

1 9'(-,1: * l 1 ~ ,-·;j 2 1 ') i •.; ':- ~...: :~ ?.; ':! 
1 7~ ::1 * 1 1 (-.. ··~(} :~c·~, 1 1 ' ·- :< ( .· :<;; - ~-.' 

1 9f-:f· ;.~ 1 1 (.. 'i:.' ?i._i~~ l ; ' ';> ~ (1( ~ ,. .. 

l ':/V.7 "< l 1 ?~·~ '/"; i ':' ; l J~> . :l~ _, .. 

1 9p~..1, J. l 1 ,· : 7'.: l , -. 1 L~·: 1 '"'?.'' I 1 -~ 6l:t: 

1 9f<9 * l i ; ... •'",; 
., 1 Ii- l i. 9 1 : 

. 
L; :~ 6L6 

table 4: forecasted grade occupation with a shift of 1 year 

in grade 2 and 1 year in grade 3. 

grade 
year* 1 2 3 ~ 5 * total 
-------------------------------- ----------------- --
j ~:Tr :'f:: 1 =·~(J 1'';1 /.J i ~~::~· l·t'' ~, ... -~ L' ( / <._/ ~.--

1 (_17:' :: .... u:-1 ;'2'/ 1 i 1) (··:: -. .• r1 l 
1 979 1 l ' > 1 :J 1 l ;.,, 

-~, 1 -_, ---
1 C;<~( ... ') t~ '. 1 

,_ l, 1.'~ ~.('- ; ·r .. - : 1 1 ,,,, '- ~ i 

1 931 -- -I 
~ 

,, 1 ':;iJ 7 ·~ '• .f: 
__ , 

.,;..,,, 

193~-' * 
(.j ~ 
_....) 1 :- ,, ~ 1 7 f~. l .. ' 

1 cq~ ,,11,._; :I( 1 1 '' 1 ::;,......, l ~-'(' ·: 1 ~ .. ~ (:'J. 

1 9>;</.. -'< l l t• 

' l '/' '.>! ,,..., 1 ·~·-· ':i 
19~: 1 i 0 :..·J ·1 ~-1,_ ,. I -· ~~ 
1 9'.:: .¥ 1 l (, '.· /_ :' 1 ., ! -~ 

.. ,, 
' 
, . ?~'.-, :;~ 1 1 ,..; J -~ r, 1. .. i -•: ~ ~ 

1 sit::·~' 1 1 .. Co .. ,, l / 1 ;, .. 

1 ~ ... )r . () 

* 1 1 ·. ~ j • ~ 1 -~ 1 I :: ~ 
' 

table ~= forccastcd grada occupation with a shift of 

2 years in grade 2 and 2 years in grade 3. 
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grade 
year* s * Total 

--------------------------------------------------
1 '}Tf :!< I 2(, ~< 1/; 1 ~<) ';if_, 'i' j : : :_, 1 :.·~ 
I 97h :~.; 1 .~ 1 ~---:~.(! I 1 J ··. ' 

._, 
.;~ "'! 1 (."';· 

1979 ;:< 1 1 :i ~-,,.,. )(.,) •:": 1 ..:; :J ~.; Fl I 
l 9::iC * <;.· {\ ;_~3S1 1 •.;~ '.~ r I t; ., 

* 61 (.,1.,_J ·~ 
l 9(< 1 * ;_s:,_:1 ~"'.L1j 1 :-:r) 7'7 ,- 9 * 6G.· 
1 98':) :l \} 5 ?(·1 1 

.,, 
,), P: l '·_;t~ _·; ~ ,:,\_/, 

1%1 * 1 l ,-·~ 1 ' ~iB I s~ tJ, :; 1 * ~U3 
l "'.~ 4 * I 1 J l ") c:, 1 'i 3 ~:f) l ·!~ ( ... J..)~ / "' 1 'k .. 5 ..... 1 1 ;:., 1 1 7 I St l ~~l f-';_ '=-"'' 

-.,. 
* 6U(; -

1 9~/".. * 1 1 6 l r·9 ~;f j l .•') 
' .1 ..... ~ (:! ! - '~ :t: -:J9<J 

l 92'1 * l 1 :cs 1 :~-6 2C..-1l ... ~;I~. ·'· - ./SJ -~ -
I <); .-:F·, :;: 1 l ·-\ ~J9 ~~ i_~ 1 ..: ~' ;'1 '::>':i't ' I 989 * 1 ),..; 9~ 1 9./~ / 7 9l x ~'.: 'i 

table 6: forecasted grade occupation with a shift of 3 

years in grade 2 and 2 years in grade 3. 

4. Application 2: maintaining career prosoects by integration 

of groups 

In section 3 the situation for the top-level engineers has been 

investigated in some detail. For the two other groups of engineers 

in the same organisation the situation is similar. So by planning 

the three groups separately the result is a considerable decrease 

in promotion speed for all engineers involved. 

However, with regard to tasks as well as salaries there is a 

considerable overlap between the three groups. Figure 2 shows that 

the top grades of the surveyors have the same salary level as the 

lower grades of the middle-level engineers and similarly for the 

top grades of the middle-level engineers and the lower grades of 

the top-level engineers. 
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In this figure the allowed and current numbers for top- and middle-level 

engineers in grades 1 and 2 are aggregated since the allowed numbers are 

related to these grades together. 

The main problem for all three groups consists of the large numbers of 

engineers allowed in the lower grades against the small numbers allowed in 

the top grades. In a nongrowing system this must inevitably lead to rather 

bad careerprospects for those involved. In fig. 2 is shown that the lower 

grades of the middle-level engineers are not fully occupied, whereas the 

surveyor grades on the same salary level are overoccupied. This gives the 

clue to a solution: shift some of t.~e allowed numbers of lower-grade 

engineers of both higher levels to the top grades of the nearest lower level. 

The result of such an operation is: better prospects for all groups, 

although the recruitr.lent number of the toplevel engineers must certainly be 

diminished further. 

Using our program system it is simple to find out what might be obtained in 

this way. By choosing promotion and recrui~~ent policies for all three 

groups, forecasts be made and it is easy to compute whether the forecasted 

nwr;bers fit the allowed numbers after some shifting. Figures 3 and 4 give 

the res~lts of such an exercise for the three groups of engineers. 
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nO's of 

e"ngineers 
2000 

i 
1500 

1000 

100 

1977 1980 

middle -level eng i nee rs 

198S 1990 1995 1997 
- years 

figure 3: duties and filling for the salary level t.~at lower- and middle-level 

engineers have in canmon under the studied prcmotion and recruitment 

strategies. 

The dotted lines give the number of duties for lower-level engineers 

on this salary level and the total number of duties on this 

level. Furt.i.~ermore, the striped lines give the fcrecasted 

occupation of duties for the lower-level engineers and 

the total forecasted occupation. 
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no·s of 

eng1 neer s 

top-level engineers 

500 
91 

L 

middle-level eng 1 neers 

100 

0 L--+---+-~+--+---+~+--+--+.,.-+--+--+-+-::+:-:-+-+--+--+-;:::~-+--~ 
1977 1980 1985 1990 1995 1997 

---+ years 

figure 4: duties and filling for the salarly level, that middle- and top-level 

engineers have in common. 

Using the program system it is enlightening to try out some promotion and 

recrui tr.:.en t policies in crder to find out which coir.bina tion of sr,ift and 

policy fits best for the purpose. As figures 3 and 4 show an integrated 

treatment of more groups may help considerably in reconsiling the conditions 

imposed by the workload (and salary constraints) on one hand and the desired 

career prospects on the other. 

In this application (as in the former) no formal optimization is executed. In 

fact there is no real criterion and the number of important aspects is consider

able. The conversational character of the program system makes it rossible to 

try several solutions in a very short time taking into account many aspects. 

Eeconsiliation of conflicting and incomparable conditions can better be 

obtained by experimenting than by the construction of a critr:::rion and opti::n::a-

tion. 
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